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Performances of junior Crystal Nelson, redshirt senior Katy Moen and graduate student Margaret Connelly continued to produce good results Thursday, despite unstable weather patterns.

So far, the team has battled through rain, heat and now frost to have good performances. Nelson, who was in her first race has battled through quite unbeatable weather patterns, the team has yet to show signs of inconsistency.
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Weather

MONDAY
Showers and wind throughout the day.
57°
42°

TUESDAY
Mostly sunny but breezy.
52°
38°

WEDNESDAY
A slight chance of showers during the afternoon.
52°
37°

Weather provided by ISU Meteorology Club

SNAPSHOT

Movember team takes challenge

"I guess I can't grow much facial hair anyway, but I'll still give it a shot," said Zach Ditsworth, sophomore in agricultural sciences, who is growing a mustache as part of a campus No Shave November fundraiser. Participants are required to shave before November and submit a photo as proof for a before-and-after contest at the end of the month.

Online Content

VIDEO

No Shave November

The ISU greek community helped organize a campus-wide No Shave November fundraiser to support male health issues and raise money for the American Cancer Society.

GALLERY

Iowa State vs. Oklahoma

It was a brisk and bitter morning on Saturday for the football game against Oklahoma. If you weren't able to get out of bed and brave the cool November air, head online to check out a full photo gallery of Saturday's game.

PODCAST

ISU falls to No. 19 Oklahoma

The first podcast from the ISU men's basketball team's loss to Oklahoma on Saturday. Iowa State sports editor Alix Geskin and reporter Ryan Young sit down with multimedia editor Richard Martinez about how the game didn't go according to plan.

Corrections

The Iowa State Daily welcomes comments and suggestions or complaints about errors that warrant corrections. To submit a correction, please contact our editor at 515-294-5688 or via email at editor@isubusiness.com.

IOWA STATE DAILY

The policies and programs pushed by the Branstad administration are only designed to benefit 2% of ISU students.

VOTE FOR JACK HATCH - RETURN GOVERNMENT TO THE CITIZENS

November 2, 2014

The publication board meets at 2 p.m. on Wednesdays during the fall and spring sessions.
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The ISU greek community helped organize a campus-wide No Shave November fundraiser to support male health issues and raise money for the American Cancer Society.
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Police Blotter

The information in this log comes from the ISU and City of Ames police departments.

Oct. 30

Earl Crosby, 51, of 5538 North College Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind., was arrested and charged with public intoxication at C7 Stephens Auditorium (reported at 12:52 p.m.).

An officer investigated a property damage collision at Lot C3 (reported at 4:26 p.m.).

An individual reported the theft of merchandise from a business at Memorial Union (reported at 11:01 p.m.).

An individual reported the theft of a bike at Music Hall (reported at 12:12 a.m.).

An officer investigated a property damage collision at Uni -
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Oct. 30

Earl Crosby, 51, of 5538 North College Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind., was arrested and charged with public intoxication at C7 Stephens Auditorium (reported at 12:52 p.m.).

An officer investigated a property damage collision at Lot C3 (reported at 6:05 a.m.).

An individual reported the theft of merchandise from a business at Memorial Union (reported at 1:33 p.m.).

An officer investigated a property damage collision at University Village (reported at 12:04 p.m.).

An individual reported the theft of a bike at Land Recreation Center (reported at 1:30 p.m.).

An individual reported the theft of a bike at Music Hall (reported at 3:13 p.m.).

An individual reported the theft of a wallet at Wallace Hall (reported at 4:26 p.m.).

An individual reported the theft of a phone at Memorial Un-
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Police Blotter

The information in this log comes from the ISU and City of Ames police departments.

Oct. 30

Earl Crosby, 51, of 5538 North College Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind., was arrested and charged with public intoxication at C7 Stephens Auditorium (reported at 12:52 p.m.).

An officer investigated a property damage collision at Lot C3 (reported at 6:05 a.m.).

An individual reported the theft of merchandise from a business at Memorial Union (reported at 1:33 p.m.).

An officer investigated a property damage collision at University Village (reported at 12:04 p.m.).

An individual reported the theft of a bike at Land Recreation Center (reported at 1:30 p.m.).

An individual reported the theft of a bike at Music Hall (reported at 3:13 p.m.).

An individual reported the theft of a wallet at Wallace Hall (reported at 4:26 p.m.).

An individual reported the theft of a phone at Memorial Union (reported at 5:26 p.m.).
LGBTAA event proves the show must drag on

By Morgan.Kelly
@iowastatedaily.com

Energy was high in the Memorial Union’s Great Hall as people filled the seats in various costumes. Costumes were encouraged and guests, mad scientists and aliens were all in attendance.

The show was hand-picked to send members of the Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender community to the Midwest Bi Sexual Transgender Ally College Conference. MBLGTACC is the largest college conference in the United States and encourages people not only to go, but to speak out and be counted, but from across the country. It was a chance for LGBT members to gather and discuss important issues in their community.

Before the show even got underway, “Believe” by Cher began to play over the loud speakers and the stage presence. The stage of the Great Hall had been expanded to a runway jutted out in the audience. This is called drag, or drag show, and is for anyone who wants to walk and dance down a runway jutted out in the audience. The show was a fundraiser. She even joked that would go toward the performers some cash and give free to come up during the show. He said he just went straight. Left the music and performed accordingly.

“I just think drag is where people can express themselves without being judged. No one out there is judging anyone. Getting ready to be a drag king didn’t take very long, maybe only thirty minutes, foam binding included.”

Others let their hair down and shave their heads. Some wore hats or sunglasses. Their getup usually included drawn on facial hair, baggy sweatpants and a hat or sunglasses. Drag kings and queens who used creative stage names. Others included Vulva Vandekamp and Howie Fellenlove.

“Drag kings and queens who used creative stage names. Others included Vulva Vandekamp and Howie Fellenlove. Getting ready to be a drag king didn’t take very long, maybe only thirty minutes, foam binding included.”

White performing, Fellenlove took his shirt off on stage.

“I wasn’t really planning on it, but then I asked a girl to unbutton it and she just did all the whole thing, I didn’t have to do anything. I tried to see anything, I’m all covered up. I think it was a great thing. I loved it, the crowd loved it. I liked it, no judging.”

Alex Peters was another first time performer.

“Was a little nervous until I got up there and just went away.”

While performing, Fellenlove said, “I just think drag is a great thing. I loved it, the crowd loved it. I liked it, no judging.”

The technical difficulties didn’t slow down the show for even a second and neither did the few wardrobe malfunctions. Vulva Vandekamp seemed to get tired of her fake breasts during her performance. Nicki Minaj’s “Anaconda” had been executed in a tizzy was Cuntarina cards.

“Love all my numbers,” Peters said. “I really liked my last number, even though my video didn’t play.”

The technical difficulties didn’t slow down the show for even a second and neither did the few wardrobe malfunctions.

“Everyone accepts you and it’s just like family,” Peters said. “It’s about not caring about what other people think. As long as you feel good about yourself, you will be beautiful inside and out.”

During the dress room, there was camaraderie with making plans to go out to eat or to party after the show. Everyone was friendly and glad to get along. First time performers were welcomed by the seasoned veterans, and they congratulated each other on a job well done.

Everyone accepts you and it’s just like family,” Peters said. “It’s about not caring about what other people think. As long as you feel good about yourself, you will be beautiful inside and out.”

Backstage in the dressing room, there was camaraderie with making plans to go out to eat or to party after the show. Everyone was friendly and glad to get along. First time performers were welcomed by the seasoned veterans, and they congratulated each other on a job well done.

Drag kings and queens walked the runway at the LGBTAA’s annual drag show Friday. There was no shortage of Rocky Horror costume, and many brought together their hobbies to create stage names. Others included fruits, vegetables and pets.

Some shoes were over five and higher than life shoes. Tight dresses or leotards, especially the outfits.

O n e o f t h e f i r s t performers to strut across the stage was Dina VandeKamp. She performed five times through-out the show, and asked about her prepara-tion, she said the only number she practiced was her final number, which was part of her talent for a pageant.

Her final number took nearly a month to choreo-graph and was a mashup of songs, with a video and lots of back up dancers.

“They are my number one,” Peters said. “I really liked my last number, even though my video didn’t play.”

The technical difficulties didn’t slow down the show for even a second and neither did the few wardrobe malfunctions.
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“Everyone accepts you and it’s just like family,” Peters said. “It’s about not caring about what other people think. As long as you feel good about yourself, you will be beautiful inside and out.”
Jack Hatch, Democrat- 
candidate for Iowa gov-
ernor, and Monica Vernon, 
his running mate, made 
head start steps in Ames on 
Sunday to meet with supporters and talk about their vision for Iowa’s future.

Hatch and Vernon spoke in the living room of the Margaret Sloss Women’s Center and were joined by a dozen supporters. Also in attendance were state Reps. Louis Duthu, D-Ames, and Beth Wessel-Kroeschell, D-Ames, along with state Sen. Herman Quirmbach, D-Ames.

The campaign stop in Ames was one of the final stops of this election cycle for Hatch with remarks about how proud he and other Democrats were of the hard \nwork they’ve put in during the busy \ncampaign season.

“I just want to tell you how proud I am of these two individuals. They’ve done so much,” Vernon said. “They’ve taken on tremendous burdens and much of running for state \nwide office,” Quirmbach said. “I know how hard it is to have success in a lot of other,” she said. “But it’s pretty much one of two elections they’ve taken on all at the same time.”

Quirmbach also said the agenda the Hatch campaign laid out early on in the election cycle.

“We have an agenda we agree on and an agenda that’s laid out for people,” she said. “We want to open up state government, be more efficient, be more accountable.”

Vernon also said voters want to hear about the economy and jobs but in -
to the middle class.”

Hatch continued to speak about investment to future generations and talked about the Agenda the Hatch campaign laid out early on in the election cycle.

“We have an agenda we agree on and an agenda that’s laid out for people,” she said. “We want to open up state government, be more efficient, be more accountable.”

Vernon also said voters want to hear about the economy and jobs but in -
to the middle class.”

Hatch is currently running against Gov. Terry Branstad. Sen. Jack Hatch, Democratic candidate for Iowa governor, teaches law with students and his supporters Sunday in the Margaret Sloss Women’s Center. Hatch is currently running against Gov. Terry Branstad.
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Hatch, Vernon speak with supporters at Iowa State

By Alex Hanson
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Media violence numbs audience

By Matthew Ward
@Iowastatedaily.com

When I first heard about the Marysville Pilchuck shooting, I was sitting in my 2:10 Friday class, and for the first time, I had actually, genuinely hadn’t started yet, so I read the handful of headlines before class began to inform those sitting around me about what had happened. That was the ethical thing to do.

The day was on Oct. 24, just a week after the shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary School in Connecticut, and I was sitting in my 11th-grade English class with my textbook open to Chapter 15 of our novel, "The Great Gatsby." The assignment was to write short stories about "The Great Gatsby" in the style of F. Scott Fitzgerald.

I finished my first synopsis of the breaking news, the sorts that I’ve gotten from one or two of my posts out of a feature hall of 200. "Another. Another," was all I could see. Then they continued on with whatever was still happening after I brought up the tragedy. This reaction sparked a question that I couldn’t stop thinking about: why couldn’t the earth be so numb to this? The earth could be so numb to this.

Granted, this isn’t the first time we’ve had a death like that, the second, te think about the events starting to feel like the most recent. I don’t mean that we shouldn’t have a reaction.

In this generation, truly so unaffected by violence because of the exposure to major violence on art, television and through social media. Statistics provided by the American Academy of Pediatrics shows that children between the ages of 2 and 17 spend an average of 5.5 hours a day in front of a screen, and children under the age of 12 spend an average of 7 hours a day in front of a screen. These statistics highlight the fact that our kids are spending so much time in front of a screen in a world where the real and fake are becoming blurred.
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Offensive takes step backward in loss to Oklahoma

By Alex Gookin
Iowa State Daily
@iowastatedaily.com

It looked like the days of 30-point performances versus Oklahoma State’s “bama clones” last two games reeled off 299 points and 978 yards of offense against two solid defenses. Against Oklahoma, that offense was nowhere to be found. Sam Rhoads couldn’t get on the same page with his receivers, and the Cyclones couldn’t muster a touchdown against the Sooners in a 35-4 loss at Jack Trice Stadium.

“Today probably wasn’t our best day for off-" line,” said wide receiver D’Vario Montgomery. “It looked like the days of 30-point performances versus Oklahoma State’s “bama clones” last two games reeled off 299 points and 978 yards of offense against two solid defenses. Against Oklahoma, that offense was nowhere to be found. Sam Rhoads couldn’t get on the same page with his receivers, and the Cyclones couldn’t muster a touchdown against the Sooners in a 35-4 loss at Jack Trice Stadium.

“Today probably wasn’t our best day for offense,” said wide receiver D’Vario Montgomery. “We just had a day where everything just wasn’t right with what is reported to be a season-ending knee injury, the offense needed him as a weapon as it had been over most all the season. But almost no one expected the offense to struggle as it did, especially after the strong defense that was held in 277 yards allowed per game. Coupled with defensive breakdowns, the Cyclones have a lot to work on, including what may be the team’s most consistent game of the season.”

“I’m a positive person, and I guess if I was to do it, I would say that we did some things better, but we did some things better in terms of our kickoff return, creating three takeaways as a defense was a positive thing,” Rhoads said.

“Outside of that, there’s a team that’s a whole lot more than just the total yards in Oklahoma; they are a very good football team. And they are, along with five other ranked Big 12 teams that have gone into Iowa State’s strength of schedule near the middle of the nation. But a 45-point loss is a bad loss on so many levels. Rhoads said.

“We got beat pretty bad,” said defensive back Sam E. Richardson. “You’ve got to put game down about that game.”

More importantly, Iowa State needs to bounce back in a big way against Kansas as a team on Saturday, it was cornerback alot more than in the running category. When it swelled and, done and 510 yards of Oklahoma’s 751 yards came from their ground game.

“I think they’ve got two pretty good football teams, they got a great offensive line that we talked about earlier this week and they got good skill players,” Rhoads said.

“Iowa State’s football program has made significant strides to improve their offense throughout the season. With the loss to Oklahoma, total yards per game began dropping, reflecting a poor performance compared to previous games.

Oklahoma too much to handle for SU

By Reagan Bailey
IowaStateDaily.com

All work leading up to Iowa State’s game against Oklahoma was centered on the team’s personnel. With Nigel Tribune sat out due to a groin injury sustained in the tune of 751 total yards in a ground game.
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Sooner rushing game tramples ISU defense

By Keanna Carroll
IowaStateDaily.com

The Cyclones gave up 751 yards of offense to Oklahoma, and the 45-point loss was the worst of the season.

Rhoads said. "I would put it this way: they’re not out there, they’re not our day for offensive line of the nation. But a 45-point loss is a bad loss for the Cyclones."
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Jobs Plan
JEREMY DAVIS’
1. Reduce tax burden on homeowners and small businesses.
2. Invest in research, development and new technology at Iowa colleges & universities.
3. Provide information and resources to new small businesses.
4. Aggressively recruit cutting edge businesses and industries to relocate to Iowa.
5. Stop job-killing red-tape, like those found in ObamaCare.

“We need Republicans like Jeremy in the Iowa Senate who will work with us and not against us in reducing the size and cost of government and creating high paying private sector jobs.”

- GOVERNOR TERRY BRANSTAD

PAID FOR BY DAVIS FOR SENATE

Monday, Nov. 3, 2014

Recreation Services

OUTDOOR RECREATION

JAN 2-9
Skiing, snowboarding, Grand Targhee & Snowbasin, Park City, Utah

JAN 2-9
Skiing, snowboarding, Grand Targhee, Snowbasin, Park City, Utah

EXTENDED WINTER TRIPS:

JAN 20-30
Fun and sun in Florida, Ice Climbing and Cross Country Skiing in Colorado

INTRAMURALS

OPEN FOR REGISTRATION:

FLOOR HOCKEY

Like Us Now

“ISU Recreation Services”
www.recservices.iastate.edu

Cyclones win first Big 12 game in season finale

By Chris Wolff @iowastatedaily.com

In their final game of the season, the Cyclones (7-11, 1-7 Big 12) took control of their Big 12 match versus Texas Christian University (1-0) Friday.

After multiple near-goals for both teams, Iowa State put their final chance with 30 seconds left on the clock on a corner kick, and the Cyclones were finally able to capitalize.

Maribell Morales sent in the corner kick to Haley Albert who found Koree Willer.

She then dropped it off to Adalie Schmidt for the game-winning goal.

The game was the first shutout of Big 12 play this season and the one goal scored made it three straight games with a goal after failing to score a goal in its first five conference games.

“There’s just one thing about it — this season has been a frustrating one for us to climb,” Willer said.

The Cyclones comprised of almost every team but were not able to quite pull out the win. That finally changed against TCU.

“It’s just nice because we’ve worked really hard all season and just got no lucky breaks to seem like,” Schmidt said.

While the Cyclones’ season may be over, they have already eliminated from playoff contention and have already secured a spot in Big 12 tourney.

“I think it’s really good just to see our records and know that what we are doing in practice will turn over to the games. Just need to just keep with that throughout the upcoming season, and I think (winning tonight) was essential for us moving forward,” Willer said.

After so many close losses throughout the season, the team had hit a wall.

“This win in our final game of the season and in the dramatic fashion that they won may have finally broken through that wall. We worked so hard and we put in so much effort and we put in so many hours and we want them to know that they can do it and that the hard work does pay off,” Minatta said. • We have been working really hard and we haven’t been getting the results, and we start getting frustrated and thinking about how we were going to get to this point of the season but for this to happen to this point in our last game, now we’re going into the spring with a lot of confidence and building towards that 2015 year.”

By Chris Wolff @iowastatedaily.com

In their final game of the season, it took the Cyclones (7-11, 1-7 Big 12) to break through the wall and win their first Big 12 game of the season against Texas Christian University (1-0) Friday.

After multiple near-goals for both teams, Iowa State put their final chance with 30 seconds left on the clock on a corner kick, and the Cyclones were finally able to capitalize.

Maribell Morales sent in the corner kick to Haley Albert who found Koree Willer.

She then dropped it off to Adalie Schmidt for the game-winning goal.

“The game was the first shutout of Big 12 play this season and the one goal scored made it three straight games with a goal after failing to score a goal in its first five conference games,” Willer said.

“There’s just one thing about it — this season has been a frustrating one for us to climb,” said ISU coach Tony Minatta.
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Today's Birthday

Focus on your career. The next two days could be especially busy and you'll feel driven to get things done. Your family and friends encourage you to take time to relax and enjoy yourself. Your loved ones offer good advice. Your friends offer good advice. Today and tomorrow, you can absorb and retain a lot of information. You can look smarter, and people will recognize the difference.

Cancer - 6

Focus on your career. The next two days could be especially busy and you'll feel driven to get things done. Your family and friends encourage you to take time to relax and enjoy yourself. Your loved ones offer good advice. Your friends offer good advice. Today and tomorrow, you can absorb and retain a lot of information. You can look smarter, and people will recognize the difference.

Leo - 8

Focus on your career. The next two days could be especially busy and you'll feel driven to get things done. Your family and friends encourage you to take time to relax and enjoy yourself. Your loved ones offer good advice. Your friends offer good advice. Today and tomorrow, you can absorb and retain a lot of information. You can look smarter, and people will recognize the difference.

Virgo - 10

Focus on your career. The next two days could be especially busy and you'll feel driven to get things done. Your family and friends encourage you to take time to relax and enjoy yourself. Your loved ones offer good advice. Your friends offer good advice. Today and tomorrow, you can absorb and retain a lot of information. You can look smarter, and people will recognize the difference.

CULTURE NIGHT p8

The curtain opened to reveal a band of drama and symbol. The drum appeared to represent the move- ment of the earth and the life-giving force that sustains it. The man inside the drum performed a dance sequence, symbolizing the rhythmic movement of the earth. The drummer controlled the heads and played other instruments, and stood among ten feet tall. The wooden box stood in front of him and he was dressed in a white robe. He sang a song about the elements and then continued to play on a drum and represent different elements. He then answered these questions about the Chinese culture and showed the beauty of Chinese culture. He said Malaysia is a place of tolerance and app- preciation for others cultures and religions.

Today's Birthday

The foundation aims to draw attention to prevention, cancer risk and depression. Men are often reluctant to seek medical advice or even to discuss signs of some of these issues, so today should be around the world.

Iowa State seems to have hit its stride, but in Grove-McDonough’s words, “we can absorb and retain a lot of information. You can look smarter, and people will recognize the difference.” Today and tomorrow, you can absorb and retain a lot of information. You can look smarter, and people will recognize the difference.”

The curtains opened to reveal a band of drama and symbol. The drum appeared to represent the move- ment of the earth and the life-giving force that sustains it. The man inside the drum performed a dance sequence, symbolizing the rhythmic movement of the earth. The drummer controlled the heads and played other instruments, and stood among ten feet tall. The wooden box stood in front of him and he was dressed in a white robe. He sang a song about the elements and then continued to play on a drum and represent different elements. He then answered these questions about the Chinese culture and showed the beauty of Chinese culture.

You have a little work to do. This is your year for fun at work! Expand professionally. A new personal discovery about love.

The curtains opened to reveal a band of drama and symbol. The drum appeared to represent the move- ment of the earth and the life-giving force that sustains it. The man inside the drum performed a dance sequence, symbolizing the rhythmic movement of the earth. The drummer controlled the heads and played other instruments, and stood among ten feet tall. The wooden box stood in front of him and he was dressed in a white robe. He sang a song about the elements and then continued to play on a drum and represent different elements. He then answered these questions about the Chinese culture and showed the beauty of Chinese culture. He said Malaysia is a place of tolerance and app- preciation for others cultures and religions.

Precius - 11

Precius’ 11’s horoscope: You can absorb and retain a lot of information. You can look smarter, and people will recognize the difference. Precius offers: Friday’s 11’s horoscope: You can absorb and retain a lot of information. You can look smarter, and people will recognize the difference.

Aquarius - 13

Aquarius’ 13’s horoscope: You can absorb and retain a lot of information. You can look smarter, and people will recognize the difference. Aquarius offers: Friday’s 13’s horoscope: You can absorb and retain a lot of information. You can look smarter, and people will recognize the difference.
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